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Abstract

This study aims to describe how the complaint expression contained in the Deadpool 2 movie and to determine the types of complaints contained in the film. This research is a qualitative descriptive study. The data of this study were utterances containing complaint, and this study uses the Deadpool 2 film as the data source. The data were collected using documentation and analyzed by referring to the theory of Sidney Greenbraum (1996) and Olshtain & Weinbach (1988). The result shows that there are four types of complaint found namely three BLR (15%), sixth EAD (30%), sixth EC (30%) and fifth AW (25%). Further, there are also nine type pragmalinguistic found i.e. four Noun phrases (20%), verb phrases (25%), one Adjective phrase (5%), two comparative clauses (10%), one adjective clause (5%), one noun clause (5%), two compound sentence (10%), two simple sentence (10%) and two complex sentence (10%). The results show that the main character in Deadpool 2 movie expresses his dissatisfaction.

Kata Kunci: types of complaint, pragmalinguistic of complaint, movie